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My work has been shifting and changing so much, I’m reluctant to write about it. That’s
not totally true. I’m reluctant in writing about it, no matter what my relationship it’s developing
process is, really. It’s between us. We are resistant to explain each other and ourselves using
words. We’d rather scream, punch, pierce, melt, hunt, dry heave. We’d rather kiss each other’s
eyelids. The notion of diagrammatically organizing thoughts and ideas into a cohesive narrative me about the paintings - feels so perverted, inauthentic, an academic game I know how to play,
but place no value in. That’s not how mine work.
So here is a reverse trompe-l’oeil trick, instead of using paint to replicate the visible, I
gather and splat the quotidian extant to look towards, pee in the direction of, or face/lean towards
possible invisible things. Invisible things are hard to talk about. My paintings are collaged
sometimes, their imagery, titles, their full frontal force, their shyness, and this paper is put
together the same way. Here is a collection of cut outs and sections from journals, Instagram
posts, emails to myself throughout the process of making the paintings that ended up being
included in this show (many of which were edited out from the final viewing - but who
nonetheless informed the making of the ones that made it in).
I didn’t have a great time in grad school, mostly. Weird - finishing this whole thing up
feeling pretty strong and resolute. It felt so fucked up, having barely any documentation of any of
my work from Hunter, constantly painting over and reusing the same surfaces, without evidence
of what they had once been, or the lives they had lived in previous incarnations. Sure this saved
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money on materials, but I always find materials, so that’s no excuse. I don’t want to write this,
but it served as a stupid and genuine concrete belief that anything that i could produce out of my
mind, body and hands could only be radioactive and must be destroyed.

Email to self from a stupidly late time on September 7:
Re: Recalibrating the eco-systom in my studio
...I never saved anything. Constantly tore it down and shredded it and tossed it - even paintings
I’d worked on for years - once I’d found a stopping point. Stopping point was always accidental,
irrelevant. Always so desperately itching and burning to move on - move forward - but now I’m
able to see things in a more horizontal diagram - Deleuzian rhizome - and I actually miss
paintings that I trashed. I wish I had them to keep me company…Last little while - I see they
have worth - they have value. Not sure how to separate myself from my work - but when I’m
making it I feel worthy - I feel like it makes sense that I exist - that I don't have to pretend to be
anyone else.

Fig. 1.
Here are my notes from the night when I walked away from what I realize now was the first
painting of this body.

“Couple first layers, want to put them out in the ether to record slipping from one delusion and
into its opposite. These rascals will end up getting the axe in one way or another, tickled,
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smothered, buried under heavy thought, the tasty pendulum of impulse and weighty paint, but
things were but before all that I want to remember that things were bopping and rolling, licking
and hiccuping before my superego started foaming at the mouth, and that they will again. Sleep
time. Maybe Putting these pre humans out of a room I inhabit alone will feel freeing - hey here i
am - I’m an awkward and uncertain thing about to go through gentle, brutal, ugly and maybe
resonate changes.”
Turns out - “The Opposite of the Pink Slip Can Still Be Pink” was nearly completed in
that first go, solidly bare, here I am, before I even put my underpants on, how much ugliness and
unseemliness can you tolerate? Do you think my imperfections are endearing? Do you still want
to lick me?
The title I found - the same way I stumble into (and bounce off, take-naps on, develop
light to severe allergic reactions to, and grow serious crushes on) - my paintings. Cataloging is
too spread-sheety a term, but I’ve got the residual steam evaporating off the NYC sidewalks,
concentrated and condescend into a single volumetric locale, calvary of words, sounds, phrases
and associations. Grandma taught me the old-fashioned term for getting fired, and when I hung
out with this painting a week ago, I realized it was the wallpapering backdrop for this body of
work - or, less hauntingly, just the first of its kind for me. I was experimenting with an
open-relationship with myself, slutting it up in the best way with other selves I could try on covering up some real existential fear with a flirty giggle and wink - asking my paintings - If I let
myself go, fired myself from my own established 9-5 for a bit, what would I look like if I came
back?
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I collect objects that I respond to formally, as pieces of color and shapes that happen to
not be whipped up by a brush in an atelier. Scavenging through the world, allows me to be in it.
My weirdo fucking human coil and nutty brain that feels so out of place -and constatnly
scavanging gives me an in to participate and feel that new agey slightly cringey term all
grounded. I observe it (the world), always, but I find a vantage point of a rag picker, a place that
fits my body like a memory foam mattress that hasn't even met me yet but already knows I like
to sleep with my hands between my knees - here I hone in and I'm full-time on the lookout. This
gives me the legs - from which to find the extra inane, the hyper nonsensical, the most bizarre
relationship of objects in the natural world and the materials that line it. Making my painting
research/making/exploration gives me permission to interact with the world in hyper-sensitized
unhooded clitory way, to the bizarre, the funny, absurd. These specific paintings, composing
Industrial Strength Charmer, showed me that I could redirect my antennas to things that make
me want to be alive. My paintings can fight and scream at each other, seduce and fuck each
other, nag each other. They’re not going to die on me, and I won’t on them.
I collect what I’m attracted to, and I think my taste is the weirdo-bastardisation
unconsciously rooted in my mom and grandma, in thar thick post-womb jelly I grew up in, trying
to learn how to swim. Over Thanksgiving my grandma showed me her jewelry design sketches
for Kanye West, a figure with whom she has no affiliation. Playing pretend/choosing to
experience delusion and its relationship to coping and enjoying life - does surviving this world
necessitate playing pretend every once in a while, a kick for mental health at least? (She’s a big
ole Oscar Wilde loving one)...
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She’s a printmaker and both parents met as painters and I resolved to never sentence
anyone in the future that was of the creaky, floor sinking, Marvin Gaye-blaring
brother-never-going-to-the-dentist, raccoon families inhabiting our walls. I have no idea if this is
based in reality but as a teenager I sensed a regret of the art life they had chosen - later I
disentangled the career and practice of art as one thing, and the whole wildness of life as another.
Was confused for years though, seeing inner family struggle as so caked with art as a practice, as
a way of life, that I resented it for fucking with my family. I never planned to be an artist. But
when I needed to find a way to keep breathing, I started drawing and was able to return to
college after dropping out. Art was the thing that made none of the sense, and so for me, it was
the only thing that made any sense at all. Tempted and also not wanting to delve in - to bring in
Fanny Howe’s concluding line of her poem Bewilderment here, but I don’t want to walk around
bleeding everywhere, so I won’t get into here. Here is the line nonetheless, “After all, the point
of art is to show people that life is worth living by showing that it isn't.”
Ultimately it was through poetry that I started painting. Got turned on to Poet’s Theater See Fig 4 - dropped out of college and forced my family to reenact Frank O'Hara's play “Try!
Try!” that I came across in Kevin Killian’s - Anthology of Poet’s Theater while I was stuck
home, recovering, and with defensible reason, directed them to speak the lines from the
perspective of reenacting a classic paintings - other than the intuitive desire to experiment - trust
the impulse.
My Thesis show at Hunter is composed of 16 paintings. All but one, made in the last four
months. There is a bareness here, an exposure here, a simplicity that is new to my work. The
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Pink Slip painting is the first of this series I realize, where I’m able to cheat on myself, on the
person I’ve believed myself to be up until then. The idea of permission. Good enough. Or just
Enough. A walkthrough visitor just asked me which paintings I thought were the most
successful. The paintings he responded the most, the ones he viewed as the most resolved I
realize I made during two distinct moments in my relationship with my mom, a certain kind of
settling and strength in our togetherness, no agitation, no need to prove anything. I don’t know if
that has anything to do with what his take away from those paintings were. Probably not. The hat
painting is about someone I’m still in love with, someone who doesn’t speak to me anymore or
even look in my direction on the sidewalk, which truly takes an inordinate amount of effort in
my book. I think it’s successful by whatever that term means because I still get so shy around it,
see Fig 5. The Fruit Loop painting (Fig. 6) I’m interested in too - flashy colors seductive to kids
and to me, but ultimately poison for everybody. Carbs fill this body of work, real and plastic.
Landed there through circles and lines and what I had immediate access too (cheap and long
shelf-life having studio snacks). Carbs bring about a particular socio economic situation, they fill
you with sugar, enough to get from place to place - but no nutrients, no sustenance, no
wholeness. Easy and quick and immediate.
My blow dryer painting is about tension and release - its wrap around and pull trugging at
the pillow with its chord. I made and placed it in the box thinking about reliquaries, science
tables, dioramas at the Natural History Museum, maybe looking back, even Joseph Cornell.
Some form of archiving - pedestalling the rotting, petrifying junk. The blow dryer is broken and I
collected it from the bathroom cabinet in the apartment where I’ve been staying recently. I think
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it hasn’t been done up since the 80s and there are lots of presents and inherited treats inside of it.
Gorilla-gluing a pattern of dogbones on to it, was the only obvious and logical thing do it.
Check out Figure 8 for a list of the official titles of the paintings and the layout of my
show. It was hung salon style, in some ways building itself on the wall the way compartments
built up on the paintings.
I want to close this thing with a thing I made as a kid (Fig 9). Maybe ten or eleven. My
work is always changing of course, but there is some fucking pulse that’s been beating through it
the last seventeen-years. I didn’t identify as an artist as a kid, that designation was for my folks. I
made wonky things with found stuff. A few weeks ago my mom texted me a photo of a painting
I made when I was ten. Some reverse Sartrian idea of essence preceding existence was my
rejoinder to her message. I was thinking at the time, maybe high on coffee - there is something
essential inside of me, formally aware, cognitively balanced, a call to develop a language or
further specific one that the bones for which were implanted in my brain somehow as a child.

Also Things I like:
-Kefir advertising itself as the Champagne of Yogurt
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-The shrine composed of multiple Betty Boop figurines and one Bobble head, two paper cut outs
of Albery Einsteins, a hot glue gunned toy deer to a tiny wooden c with another tinier plastic
deer hot glued on top of that, in the center of my grandma’s kitchen table (where we all grew up)
-Steven Christopher Thompson
-Nora Barnacle threatening to baptize the children she had with James Joyce as a strategy to win
every marital argument is quite the tickling flex.

...and I bid thee farewell.
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